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In this work, we present an efficient method for characterizing the spin orbit torque field-like term

in an in-plane magnetized system using the harmonic measurement technique. This method does

not require a priori knowledge of the planar and anomalous hall resistances and is insensitive to

non-uniformity in magnetization, as opposed to the conventional harmonic technique. We theoreti-

cally and experimentally demonstrate that the field-like term in the Ta/Co/Pt film stack with in-

plane magnetic anisotropy can be obtained by an in-plane transverse field sweep as expected, and

magnetization non-uniformity is prevented by the application of fixed magnetic field. The experi-

mental results are in agreement with the analytical calculations. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4961952]

I. INTRODUCTION

The controlled displacement of domain walls (DWs)

using spin-polarized current has opened up potential for new

types of magnetic memory and logic devices.1,2 In ferromag-

netic materials (FMs), the spin transfer torque (STT) is

responsible for the DW motion along the direction of elec-

tron flow.3 The direct transfer of the spin angular momentum

of electrons to the magnetic moments of the system leads to

DW dynamics.4 Recently, it has been shown that structures

comprising a FM layer with an adjacent heavy metal (HM)

layer exhibit DW motion against the direction of electron

flow, which can be explained by the spin-orbit torque (SOT)

mechanism.5–7 This phenomenon in the FM/HM heterostruc-

ture is attributed to the spin Hall effect of the HM layers as

well as the Rashba effect, which originates from the HM

layers and interfaces of the FM/HM.5,6,8 The two effects gen-

erate two distinct effective SOT fields which influence the

magnetization of the FM layer; one is the damping-like term

which depends on the magnetization of the magnetic layer

and the other is the field-like term which is independent of

the magnetization of the magnetic layer.9

The detection of the SOT fields in the FM/HM hetero-

structures can be carried out using the harmonic measure-

ment technique whereby the tilting of the magnetic moments

of the FM layer is detected by the Hall measurement.9 As the

tilting angle of the magnetic moment is directly correlated

with the SOT fields, the measurement of the tilting angle

provides an estimate of the fields. In the harmonic measure-

ment scheme, an alternating current (AC) is applied to the

FM/HM wire and this leads to harmonic voltages which are

detected at a Hall cross structure. The first harmonic voltage

detects the rotation of magnetization induced by the

externally applied magnetic field, while the second harmonic

voltage detects small oscillations of the magnetization

induced by SOT fields. This measurement technique has

been widely used for the detection of SOT fields in perpen-

dicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) structures.10–12

However, it has been recently reported that SOT fields are

more effective for magnetization switching for materials

with in-plane magnetic anisotropy (IMA) rather than materi-

als with PMA. This has been attributed to the field-like term

contributing towards a significant decrease in the critical cur-

rent density required for magnetization switching.13 Thus,

the field-like term which is rarely studied for films with IMA

has significant potential for SOT devices.

Hayashi et al. reported that the field-like term in the

IMA film can be obtained by sweeping a magnetic field

which is tilted with respect to the plane of the IMA film.9

The perpendicular field component is for measuring the

first harmonic voltage from the anomalous Hall effect

(AHE). The in-plane field component, which is preferably

aligned along the magnetic easy axis, is used to measure

the second harmonic voltage from the planar Hall effect

(PHE). As such, the AHE and PHE resistances are required

for calculating the field-like term. This method relies on

a uniform magnetization at the Hall cross. However, a

domain wall is likely to be nucleated at the Hall cross

when the tilted field is increased. This can result in the sec-

ond harmonic voltage being zero, hence resulting in a cal-

culated field-like term of zero.

In this work, we show through analytical derivation

that the field-like term of the SOT in the IMA system can

be obtained by sweeping the field along the same direction

of the field-like term, without prior knowledge of the Hall

resistances. Uniform magnetization can then be sustained

by applying a constant field along the magnetic easy axis.

In the experimental verification, a fixed magnetic field is
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applied along the long axis of a Ta/Co/Pt magnetic wire,

while sweeping the field transversely to the wire. The

experimentally obtained values of the effective fields at dif-

ferent current densities are larger than the calculated

Oersted fields. The measurement results are in agreement

with our theoretical analysis. The magnitude of the mea-

sured field-like term is in the same order as those reported

for PMA systems.11

II. THEORY

Figure 1 shows the optical microscopy image of the

investigated in-plane magnetized wire and a schematic of the

orientation of magnetization, Ms. The total magnetic energy

density of the wire can be written as

E ¼ ðNzM
2
s � KÞ sin2hþ NyM2

s cos2h sin2u

�MsHz�ext sin h�MsHx�ext cos h cos u

�MsHy�ext cos h sin u; (1)

where NzM
2
s is the perpendicular demagnetizing energy den-

sity which is larger than the interface perpendicular anisot-

ropy energy density K in the IMA system,13 Nz and Ny are

the demagnetizing factors along z and y directions, h and u
are the elevation and azimuth angles of the magnetization,

respectively, and Hx�ext, Hy�ext, and Hz�ext are the applied

field components along the three major axes. For small h,

cos h � 1, Equation (1) can be simplified as

E ¼ ðNzM
2
s � KÞ sin2hþ NyM2

s sin2u�MsHz�ext

� sin h�MsHx�ext cos u�MsHy�ext sin u: (2)

A stable angle h0 can be obtained by the partial derivative of

E with respect to h and equating to 0

@E

@h
¼ 2 NzMs �

K

Ms

� �
sin h� Hz�ext ¼ 0: (3)

Solving for h0, we obtain

h0 �
Hz�ext

2 NzMs�K=Msð Þ and Dh0 ¼
1

2 NzMs�K=Msð ÞDHz�ext:

(4)

Similarly, a stable angle u0 can be obtained by taking the

partial derivative of E with respect to u and equating to 0

@E

@u
¼ Hx�ext tan uþ 2NyMs sin u� Hy�ext ¼ 0: (5)

For small value of u, tan u and sin u can be approximated

to u. Equation (5) can then be rewritten as

u0 �
Hy�ext

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
and Du0 ¼

1

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
DHy�ext:

(6)

When an alternating electric current, I ¼ I0 sin xt, flows

through the wire, the effective fields generated by the current

are: field-like term, Hy�SOT&Oe ¼ H0�y�SOT&Oe sin xt, acting

transversely to the wire and damping-like term, Hz�SOT

¼ H0�z�SOT sin xt, which is perpendicular to the plane of

the wire.9 I0 and x are the amplitude and angular frequency

of the applied current. The change in the magnetization ori-

entation of the wire, Dh0 and Du0, induced by Hz�SOT and

Hy�SOT&Oe can be obtained from Eqs. (4) and (6), respec-

tively. Alternatively,

Dh0 ¼
1

2 NzMs � K=Msð ÞHz�SOT and

Du0 ¼
1

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
Hy�SOT&Oe: (7)

The angles h and u can be written as

h ¼ h0 þ Dh0 and u ¼ u0 þ Du0: (8)

The resulting voltage, V, across the Hall bar generally

comprises two components: anomalous Hall effect (AHE)

voltage Va and planar Hall effect (PHE) voltage Vp

V ¼ Va þ Vp; (9)

where Va ¼ I0qa sinh sinxt and Vp ¼ I0qp cos2h sin2u sinxt;
qa and qp are the AHE and PHE resistances, respectively.9 The

ordinary Hall effect is not considered here. Equation (9) can be

rewritten by substituting h and u from Eq. (8)

V ¼ I0qa sin ðh0 þ Dh0Þ sin xtþ I0qp

� cos2ðh0 þ Dh0Þ sin 2ðu0 þ Du0Þ sin xt: (10)

Since we assume cos h � 1, Eq. (10) reduces to

V � I0qa½sin h0 þ Dh0� sin xt

þ I0qp½sin 2u0 þ 2Du0 cos 2u0� sin xt; (11)

when Dh0 and Du0 are small. Using the identity cos 2u0 ¼ 1

�2 sin2u0 and substituting into Eqs. (4) and (6), Eq. (11) can

be written as

FIG. 1. Optical microscopy image of the investigated in-plane magnetized

wire and a schematic of the orientation of magnetization. The magnetic

layer has an in-plane easy axis which is along the wire long axis. h is the

elevation angle between the magnetization Ms and the plane of thin film,

and u is the azimuth angle of Ms to the easy axis. Hx�ext, Hy�ext, and

Hz�ext are the fields applied along three major directions. The inset shows

the normalized longitudinal MOKE curve for the thin film Ta(10 nm)/

Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm).
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V ¼ I0qaHz�ext

2 NzMs � K=Msð Þ sin xt� I0qaH0�z�SOT

2 NzMs � K=Msð Þ cos 2xt

þ
2I0qpHy�ext

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
sin xt�

2I0qpH0�y�SOT&Oe

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
cos 2xt

þ
4I0qpH0�y�SOT&OeH2

y�ext

Hx�ext þ 2NyMsð Þ3
cos 2xtþ VDC; (12)

where VDC is the direct voltage. From Eqs. (11) and (12),

sin 2u0 is approximated to 2u0 for simplicity. Hz�ext is

not applied to avoid the AHE; the first harmonic voltage is

given as

Vx ¼
2I0qp

Hx�ext þ 2NyMs
Hy�ext sin xt; (13)

and the second harmonic voltage is

V2x ¼
4I0qpH0�y�SOT&Oe

Hx�ext þ 2NyMsð Þ3
H2

y�ext cos 2xt� A cos 2xt; (14)

where A ¼ 2I0qpH0�y�SOT&Oe

Hx�extþ2NyMs
þ I0qaH0�z�SOT

2 NzMs�K=Msð Þ is independent of

the external field Hy�ext. Thus, using Eqs. (13) and (14), the

effective field H0�y�SOT&Oe can be obtained by

H0�y�SOT&Oe ¼
Hx�ext þ 2NyMs

2

� �2
@2V2x

@H2
y�ext

�
@Vx

@Hy�ext
:

(15)

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The measurement of harmonic voltages

To measure the field-like term in the IMA system, a thin

film stack of Ta(10 nm)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm) was grown using

ultrahigh vacuum magnetron sputtering deposition technique.

The longitudinal magnetic optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mea-

surement confirms the in-plane magnetic anisotropy property of

the film, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The film was patterned

into wire using a combination of electron beam lithography

(EBL) and ion-milling. A Hall bar structure of Ta(5 nm)/

Cu(90 nm)/Au(20 nm) was patterned using EBL and added

using the lift-off technique. The harmonic voltages were

detected using the lock-in technique. A permanent magnet was

used to generate a relatively large field Hx�ext ¼ 1200 Oe to sat-

urate the magnetization of the wire along the long axis. This

ensured a uniform magnetization along the long axis with no

formation of magnetic domain walls. Alternating current, with

different amplitudes at a fixed frequency of 307.1 Hz, was

applied to the wire while the magnetic field was swept in the

transverse direction to the long axis of the wire.

In the harmonic measurements, the in-plane transverse

field, Hy�ext, is swept from �300 Oe to þ300 Oe. The current

density is varied from 1� 1010 Am�2 to 7� 1010Am�2, to

ensure that Joule heating is negligible.10 The first harmonic

voltages as a function of the applied field Hy�ext for different

current densities are plotted in Fig. 2(a). As expected from

Eq. (13), they are linear to the externally applied field Hy�ext.

We note that the @Vx
@Hy�ext

increases with increasing current

density. The corresponding second harmonic voltages are

shown in Fig. 2(b). As expected from Eq. (14), the second

harmonic voltage follows a parabolic function of the applied

field Hy�ext.
@2V2x

@H2
y�ext

can be obtained through fitting the second

harmonic curves by parabolic functions. By substituting the

values of @Vx
@Hy�ext

and @2V2x

@H2
y�ext

obtained from Fig. 2 into Eq. (15),

the effective fields for various current densities can be com-

puted. The value of Hy�ext is set to 1200 Oe and the contribu-

tion of the term NyMs is negligible. The effective fields are

shown in Fig. 3 as a function of different current densities. In

our structure, the field is in the order of 10 Oe for a current den-

sity in the order of 1010Am�2. The slope of the effective field

as a function of current density is about 6 Oe per 1011Am�2,

which is in the order of the value 5 Oe per 1011Am–2 reported

in literatures where similar stack with PMA is used.11

B. Thickness dependence

To investigate the effect of the thickness of the HM

layer on the field-like term, the Ta layer was varied while

FIG. 2. (a) Measurements of the first harmonic voltages with sweeping

in-plane magnetic field for current densities from 1� 1010Am�2 to

7� 1010 Am�2. The data for each current density are fitted linearly to obtain

the slope value, @Vx
@Hy�ext

. (b) Measurements of the second harmonic voltages with

sweeping in-plane magnetic field for current densities from 1� 1010 Am�2 to

7� 1010 Am�2. The data for each current density are fitted with parabolic func-

tions to obtain the coefficient of the second order, @
2V2x

@H2
y�ext

.
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keeping the Pt and Co layers fixed. The measurement was

repeated on the samples with Ta(x)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm), with

x¼ 4 nm and 8 nm. Shown in Fig. 4 are the representative

first and second harmonic voltages. As expected, both

samples display the clear signature of a linear trend for first

harmonic signals and a parabolic trend for second harmonic

signals. The field-like term is computed for both set of

samples and plotted in Fig. 5. For reference, the correspond-

ing field-like term for the sample with Ta¼ 10 nm is also

FIG. 3. The obtained effective fields and calculated Oersted field for the

sample Ta(10 nm)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm). The slope of the plotted curve of

effective fields is 6� 10�11 OeA�1m2.

FIG. 4. Measured first and second harmonic voltage (a) and (b) for the sample Ta(4 nm)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm), and (c) and (d) for the sample Ta(8 nm)/Co(2 nm)/

Pt(5 nm).

FIG. 5. The obtained field-like term for the samples Ta(4 nm)/Co(2 nm)/

Pt(5 nm), Ta(8 nm)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm), and Ta(10 nm)/Co(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm).
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plotted. The measured field-like term increases with thick-

ness of Ta in our stack configuration.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have theoretically proposed a method to

measure the field-like term of the spin-orbit torque in an in-

plane magnetized structure. We have shown that the in-plane

transverse field sweep can provide information of the field-

like term. Experimental measurements are consistent with the

theoretical calculations. The amplitudes of the measured field-

like term are in agreement with the results obtained for stack

with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.
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